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“The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and wickedness of
people, who suppress the truth by their wickedness, since what may be known about God is 
plain to them, because God has made it plain to them.  For since the creation of the world God’s
invisible qualities—his eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being 
understood from WHAT HAS BEEN MADE, so that people are without excuse. For although 
they knew God, they neither glorified him as God nor gave thanks to him, but their thinking 
became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened. Although they claimed to be wise, 
they became fools ...” Romans 1:18-22.

1
What ever happened to intelligence  that by choice looks at ALL sides?
Whatever happened to intelligence that refuses to decide  

until …. seeing …. objectively
all   Reasons about All sides?

Common Sense says,  if you truly want Truth,  you
cannot pre- decide what you CHOOSE to be Truth.

   CHORUS:  We are blind..... we are blind..... if by our CHOICE we DECIDE what's right,
     based on what we WANT to be Truth.

2
What ever happened to intelligence  that WANTS to be shown if wrong?
Whatever happened to …. LOGIC  that doesn't focus on winning?  That

cares ….. about …. what is TRUE more
thanabout whether we are Right or wrong.

Common Sense says,  if you truly want Truth,  you
rejoice  if you learn new facts that point to Truth.

   CHORUS:  We are blind..... we are blind..... if by our CHOICE we DECIDE what's right,
     based on what we WANT to be Truth.

3
What ever happened to intelligence  that asks God to give wisdom,
not ever caring if God shows we're wrong.  That most desires to know Truth

above ….. what we ….. WANT to be right.
Keep praying  for Truth, but know:

Common Sense says,  if you truly want Truth,  you
don't mind when you find what you thought  Right is wrong.

   CHORUS:  We are blind..... we are blind..... if by our CHOICE we DECIDE what's right,
     based on what we WANT to be Truth.
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